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a b s t r a c t 

Network virtualization promises to fulfill the demand for an agile Internet that is friendly to technological 

innovation. In the past, tremendous effort s have been dedicated to studying the fundamental problem in 

network virtualization, namely Virtual Network Embedding (VNE). However, until recently, very limited 

work has addressed the security issues and implications of VNE or network virtualization as a whole, 

despite their importance. On one hand, the literature lacks a systematic overview of security issues in 

network virtualization (e.g., which can be VNE-relevant or VNE-irrelevant). On the other hand, existing 

studies on security-aware VNE share common limitations. This paper aims to present a timely study 

to fill the above needs with the following contributions: First, we present a classified comprehensive 

overview of security issues that arise in the context of network virtualization based on multiple criteria. 

Second, based on the review of existing approaches in Security-aware Virtual Network Embedding (SVNE), 

a novel framework is presented to address VNE-relevant security issues in network virtualization. Third, 

our extensive evaluation uncovers a few important implications and shows that the proposed framework 

can address the SVNE problem with reduced time (compared to that of the regular VNE approach). 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Network virtualization introduces a logical layer of abstraction

o allow for a flexible and agile deployment of revolutionary tech-

ologies, which is considered a promising solution to address the

nternet impasse [1–9] . In network virtualization, service provision

s decoupled into two phases: logical representation, in which a

ervice is expressed as a virtual network; and physical mapping,

hich instantiates each virtual network. These two phases are sep-

rately maintained by the Service Provider (SP) and the Infrastruc-

ure Provider (InP), respectively. Given the freedom of independent

echnology decisions by both parties, the inherence resistance (of

he current Internet) to technological revolutions is removed in

etwork virtualization. This separation, however, calls for a holistic

ridging process that projects the logical network onto the physi-

al network, which is referred to as the Virtual Network Embedding

VNE) problem. 

Fundamentally, network virtualization builds upon node virtu-

lization (e.g., Xen [10] ) in combination with link virtualization

e.g., OpenFlow [11] ). As a result, the VNE process contains two

orresponding modules: node assignment, and link mapping, re-

pectively. The former decides the physical host for each virtual
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ode (by the creation of virtual machine instance), while the lat-

er allocates bandwidth along substrate paths to connect instances

f virtual nodes. Given the NP-Completeness of the VNE problem

12] , existing approaches can be classified into three categories: (i)

ptimal solutions based on Integer Linear Programming (ILP) for-

ulations (e.g., link-based ILP model in [13] and path-based model

n [6] ); (ii) Relaxation approaches based on the LP-relaxation of the

LP formulations (e.g., relaxation and rounding in [13] , and decom-

osition approach in [14] ); and (iii) Heuristic or meta-heuristic al-

orithms (e.g., [15] ). 

Given the essence of virtualization , outsourcing computation,

torage, content, and network to the third party (i.e., InPs) gives

ise to inherent Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (C.I.A)

ulnerabilities [16,17] . As a result, security plays a critical rule in

etwork virtualization. Despite the extensive studies in network

irtualization (particulary in VNE), only limited work, however,

as addressed the resulting security issues and implications [7–

,18,19] . On one hand, the existing literature lacks a systematic

verview of security issues in network virtualization. Note that al-

hough it is commonly believed that security factors should be

ntegrated into the VNE process to ensure a robust mapping [1] ,

ot all of them should or can be addressed in the VNE process.

n the other hand, as to be further discussed, existing studies on

ecurity-aware VNE share a few limitations. First, they only ad-

ress particular aspects of security, e.g., support for data integrity

ith encryption in [7] . Second, the security requirements (e.g., the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.04.023
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2016.04.023&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Three-layer architecture of network virtualization. 
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security level [8] ) are not explicitly defined in an Open Design

[20] format that can be interpreted by SPs/end users and imple-

mented by the InPs. In this work, we aim to present a timely study

to fill the above gaps. We present a classified overview of security

issues that arise in the context of network virtualization accord-

ing to various criteria and hierarchies. Based on the discussion of

existing approaches in Security-aware Virtual Network Embedding

(SVNE), we propose a new SVNE approach that employs flexible

and fine-granular security plans. 

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,

we overview security issues in network virtualization, which

are classified according to multiple criteria such as their VNE-

relevance. In Section 3 , we define the SVNE problem, and present

security plans that can be incorporated in the SVNE problem.

In Section 4 , we present a security framework that addresses

the VNE-relevant security issues by resolving the SVNE problem.

Section 5 presents the evaluation of the proposed framework. We

discuss other security issues in Section 6 , and conclude this work

in Section 7 . 

2. A classified overview of security issues in network 

virtualization 

In this section, we present a classified overview of security is-

sues in network virtualization depending on various criteria in-

cluding: holistic view from the layer perspective, end users’s view,

InPs’ view, and VNE-relevance. 

2.1. Layer perspective: holistic view 

In network virtualization, the traditional ISP is decomposed

into two new parties: the Service Provider and the Infrastructure

Provider. The former offers end-to-end logical services to the end

user, while the latter physically deploys and manages the sub-

strate network infrastructure. From the security perspective, we

view network virtualization as a three layer architecture as shown

in Fig. 1 . The Presentation Layer provides interfaces (e.g, Web, REST-

ful API) to end users in which the service feature can be specified.
ach service request is abstracted as a virtual network at the Log-

cal Layer that consists of virtual nodes and virtual links. Finally,

ach virtual network is instantiated at the substrate network of the

hysical Layer via the VNE process. 

Depending on the layer where the attack is originated, we can

lassify the attacks in network virtualization as in Table 1 . At

he physical layer, when virtual instances co-reside at the same

hysical host, the shared hypervisor or hardware can be exploited

o construct cross-virtual-machine attacks [17,21] . Likewise, classic

hysical attacks and Denial of Service attacks can also lead to ser-

ice disruption of the hosted instances [23–25] . At the logical layer,

ttackers can masquerade as a SP to probe the topology and de-

ermine the locations as well as attributes of possible victim in-

tances in the physical network [18] . At the presentation layer, a

eb-based interface can be exploited with classic SQL injection,

nd Cross-Site Scripting attacks [17,22] . It is worth noting that the

ork flow (e.g., VNE process), control flow (e.g., remote access ses-

ion), and data flow (e.g., computation results) among layers could

e hijacked by attacks such as man-in-the-middle . In addition, InPs

ay not deliver the agreed computing/bandwidth resources to the

ubscriber, which could be hard to verify in scenarios such as Big

ata Computation [26] . 

.2. Service goals: end users’ view 

We next look at the security issues from the end users’ view-

oint by answering an important question: what do general secu-

ity goals specifically entail in network virtualization? This leads to

 classification shown in Table 2 based on the goals of C.I.A and

ssurance. Different from classic network environment, network

irtualization implies the outsourcing of data/computation to the

hird-party away from the end users. The Confidentiality/Integrity

f user data/computation should prevent access/modification from

n-authorized parties including the InPs, and SPs. The Availability

nd Assurance goals require the InPs/SPs to deliver the service in

n uninterrupted manner, and with the agreed resources, respec-

ively. Given the hosting vantage of SPs, it is challenging to achieve
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Table 1 

Layer-based classification. 

Layer Physical Logical Presentation Cross Layers 

Representative attacks a . Co-resident exploit [17,21] d . Topology discovery [18,21,25] e . User interface exploit (e.g., 

SQL injection, cross-site 

scripting) [17,22] 

f . Man-in-the-middle (e.g., 

impersonation, eavesdropping) 

[22] 

b . Physical attack (e.g., optical 

fiber tapping/jamming) [23,24] 

g . Assurance violation (e.g., 

computational integrity [26] ) 

c . Denial of Service (DOS) [25] 

Table 2 

Goal-based classification. 

Goals Confidentiality Integrity Availability Assurance 

Requirements No un-authorized access 

(including the SPs and InPs) to 

user data/computation. 

No un-authorized modification 

to user data/computation. 

Uninterrupted service instance. InPs/SPs commit the agreed 

service to the end user. 

Examples of compromise Attacks a,e,f (from Table 1 ) Attacks a,e,f (from Table 1 ) Attacks b,c (from Table 1 ) Attack g (from Table 1 ) 

Fig. 2. Granularity-based classification. 
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he above goals in network virtualization as it is hard to verify that

espective goal is not violated. 

.3. Granularity perspective: InPs’ view 

We further classify the security issues from the InPs’ viewpoint

epending on the granularity of the origins or targets of the attack,

s summarized in Fig. 2 . 

For the ease of management, InPs generally maintain regulari-

ies and patterns in data center topologies (as practiced in many

loud solutions such as Amazon EC2 [21] ). For instance, co-resident

irtual machines (VMs) typically share numerically close internal

P addresses, and small packet round-trip times. With sufficient

xternal and internal network probing, the attacker can discover

he locations as well as attributes of potential target hosts and/or

irtual machines. This type of topology leakage is classified as an

ttack at the Topology Level in Fig. 2 , which can serve as step

tones for other attacks at the node and network levels. In the

ost simplified form, the attacker can probe the topology by it-

ratively sending virtual network requests. These requests act as

eans to obtain information about the physical network as the

nP is expected to respond to each request with a binary answer

hat indicates whether the request can be accommodated based

n available physical resources. Eventually, the attacker can deduce

he topology of the InP at no cost after a given number of properly

rafted requests [18] . 

With the leaked topology information, attackers can throw suf-

cient requests until nodes of their virtual network (i.e., VMs) are

laced in the same network or even on the same physical host

ith the nodes of the targeted virtual network. The attacker can
hen proceed with attacks at the node or network levels as shown

n Fig. 2 . 

At the node level, the attackers can employ co-resident exploits

n two forms ( Fig. 3 ). In the first form, the attacker can take ad-

antage of vulnerabilities existing in the hypervisor or VM man-

gement software, which leads to penetration of the physical node

nd in turn the manipulation of any other co-resident targeted

Ms. The recent exploit named Venom [27] , for instance, can af-

ect a wide spectrum of virtualization platforms including Xen [10] ,

VM [28] , and the native QEMU client software [29] . Alternatively,

he attacker can even exploit the target VM without penetrating

he host via cross-VM attacks . The co-residency generally indicates

he sharing of physical hardware, which can also serve as a com-

on medium or side-channel between the VMs. Activity unique to

he victim VM can be “listened to” and analyzed by the vicious VM

ia a side-channel in the form of a shared cache or memory bus.

or instance, the vicious VM can observe the victim’s load-based

omputational period via the memory access pattern, and uncover

ensitive information of the target after sufficient recording. 

At the link level, the attacker can employ classic approaches to

niff the traffic from/to victim VMs (e.g., in an Ethernet-based sub-

trate network). The recent trend of employing optical transmis-

ion technology in data center networks has also opened doors to

ttacks on optical fibers. For instance, in tapping attacks, attackers

an bend fibers to cause data alteration. A jamming attack allows

he intruder to inject malicious signals, noise, or delays to the le-

itimate optical signals [23,24] . 

At the Network level, attackers can employ Denial of Service

DOS) attacks to overwhelm the target virtual network. One such

xploitation relies on the under-provisioned nature of data centers
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Fig. 3. Cross-VM attacks. 

Table 3 

Classification based on VNE-relevance. 

Classification Layer(s) Related Examples 

VNE-relevant Virtual, physical Attacks a, c, d, f 

VNE-irrelevant Presentation, physical Attacks b, e, g 

Table 4 

Summary of recent work on SVNE. 

Work Main ideas Limitations 

[7] Data encryption; network 

isolation 

Non-practical due to coarse 

granularity of network 

isolation 

[8] Assign trust value to nodes, 

mapping based on the trust 

value 

How to assign trust value is 

unknown 

[9] Assign security level to 

virtual/physical nodes/links, 

respects the level in mapping 

Security level is abstracted 

without details 

[30] Assign security level to virtual 

and substrate nodes, respects 

the level in mapping; No 

co-residency with virtual 

nodes of lower security level 

Security level is abstracted 

without details 
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[25] . For instance, when a group of vicious VMs purposely trans-

mits at the maximum rate, e.g. 1 Gbps, then an under-provisioned

up-link with a capacity of 1 Gbps can easily be saturated, thus

leading to a denial of service or QoS degradation for other virtual

networks that share the same up-link. Note that the source of the

DOS attack resides in the same network with the target, thus it is

hard to prevent (with firewalls or Intrusion Detection Systems). 

2.4. Classification based on VNE relevance 

The above classification has covered a variety of possible at-

tacks in network virtualization. As the key enabler of network vir-

tualization, it is commonly believed that security factors should

be integrated into the VNE process [1] . However, we note that

not all of the security issues can be addressed solely through the

VNE process, which leads to the classification based on the VNE-

relevance as shown in Table 3 . From the layer viewpoint, it is ob-

vious that security-aware VNE cannot address issues that are asso-

ciated with the presentation layer. Also, given the limited knowl-

edge and control of the physical network, the VNE process cannot

address all the attacks at the physical layer such as optical fiber

tapping/jamming [23,24] . 

A few recent work [7–9,30] has studied the security-aware

VNE problem, which are summarized in Table 4 . The studies in

[9,30] both rely on the concept of security level where the map-

ping ensures that a virtual node is mapped to a substrate node

with the same of higher security level. However, the concept of

security level stays at the abstraction level and it is unknown how

to determine in reality. The study in [8] adopts a similar concept
alled trust value to assit the mapping decision, which shares the

ame limitation. The study in [7] incorporates security into net-

ork virtualization by introducing the cryptography of the data

ommunication, and the isolation of virtual networks. The latter

mplies the exclusive usage of the link and node resources for each

irtual network. This isolation, however, is non-practical due to its

oarse-granular (i.e., network level). It is worth noting that secu-

ity schemes, different from other network designs, demand for

wo major features. First, it requests a comprehensive coverage of

ll security issues to avoid a weak chain link . Second, security re-

uirements (e.g., the service level abstraction for VNE) should be

xplicitly defined in an Open Design [20] manner that can be in-

erpreted by all the parties (e.g., end users, SPs, and InPs). Differ-

nt from above aforementioned work, in Section 3 , we systemati-

ally address above VNE-relevant security issues with fine-granular

nd clearly-defined security plans. We will also discuss the defense

trategies for VNE-irrelevant issues in Section 4 . 

. Security-aware virtual network embedding: addressing 

NE-relevant security issues 

Based on the overview in the last section, we present in this

ection our design to address the VNE-relevant security issues,

hich is incorporated into the security-aware virtual network em-

edding problem. 

.1. Security plan design 

Before presenting the detailed plan, it is worth mentioning a

ew design principles that we follow. First, the security require-

ent should adopt an Open Design that can be clearly interpreted

y all parties (end users, InPs and SPs). Second, the design should

e friendly for end-user customization, and for InPs/SPs pricing.

hird, while being Open , the design should keep a minimum ex-

osure of information of the physical network. 

Table 5 presents our design of the security plans to address

he VNE-relevant security issues that were discussed in Section 2 ,

hich include three plans that customize the expected security

easure of a virtual network request (VNR) at network, node, and

ink levels, respectively. Each level includes three policies that im-

ly varied security measures. 

The Network plan achieves the isolation of virtual node in-

tances of VNRs at the network level of the physical network,

hich can be customized per virtual node of a VNR. When “High”

ecurity plan is selected, node instances of a VNR will reside in

edicated network as network co-residency is the major source of

ulnerabilities for attacks such as DOS [25] . The “Medium” plan

elaxes this restriction by allowing the network co-residency of

odes from VNRs of the same tenancy. The network plan can also

itigate sniffing after the compromise of other host within the

ame network of a VNR. 

The Node plan achieves the isolation of virtual node in-

tances of VNRs at the host level of the physical network, which

s customized per virtual node of a VNR. The “High” security

lan achieves physical host isolation among any VNRs, while the

Medium” security plan implements physical host isolation among

enancies. This node level isolation can effectively address co-

esidency exploit at the node level [17,21] . 

The Link plan achieves semantic security of the communica-

ion channel among virtual instances of a VNR, which can be cus-

omized per virtual link. End-to-End (E2E) policy achieves the se-

antic security via cryptography between two end hosting nodes

f a virtual link in a transport mode, and requires the hosting

odes possess such cryptography capability. Point-to-Point (P2P)

olicy achieves semantic security in a hop by hop mode (similar

o the IPSec tunnel mode [7] ), which requires all the nodes along
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Table 5 

Security plans. 

Plan name Network Node Link 

Granularity Per-virtual-node Per-virtual-node Per-virtual-link 

Security 

policies High Medium None High Medium None P2P E2E None 

Policy details No network 

sharing among 

any VNRs 

No network 

sharing with 

other 

tenancies 

No restrictions No host 

co-residency 

among any 

VNRs 

No host 

co-residency 

with other 

tenancies 

No restriction Cryptography 

at end and 

intermediate 

physical nodes 

Cryptography 

at end physical 

nodes 

No 

cryptography 

Fig. 4. Network models. 
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a

he mapped path of a virtual link to possess cryptology capability.

he Link plan aims to mitigate the effects of man-in-the-middle at-

acks as encrypted data is rendered non-readable. Given the high

olume of traffic transmission, note that such cryptography may

emand purpose-built acceleration hardware. 

With above security plans, one can support both tenancy level

solation, and network and host level isolation. In the next subsec-

ions, we present the network model and definition of the SVNE

roblem that incorporates above security plans. 

.2. Network model 

We model a virtual network as an undirected weighted graph

 

V ( N 

V , L V ) in which N 

V represents the set of virtual nodes, and

 

V represents the set of virtual links. Each virtual node requests

 security policy at the network and node plan, and each virtual

ink requests a security policy for the link plan. Also, each virtual

ode and link requests a certain amount of computing and band-

idth capacity, respectively. Fig. 4 (a) shows an example of a virtual

etwork request consisting of three virtual nodes, and three vir-

ual links. The numbers adjacent to the nodes and links represent

heir computing capacity and bandwidth demand, respectively. For

he virtual network request shown in Fig. 4 (a), the security plan is

ustomized as “None” at the network granular, “High” at the node

ranular (for all the virtual nodes), and “E2E” for virtual link a –c at

he link granular. Note that since “E2E” plan is selected, the host-

ng node of a and c needs to possess the cryptography capability.

f a “P2P” plan is selected for a –c , all the traversing nodes on the

apping path of a –c need to possess the cryptography capability. 

The physical substrate network is modelled as an undirected

eighted graph G 

S ( N 

S , L S ) in which N 

S represents the set of phys-

cal nodes, and L S represents the set of physical links. Each physi-

al node has the following attributes: the available computing ca-

acity, the cryptographic capability, network association 

1 , and the
1 We do not restrict the definition of the concept “network” to allow the imple- 

entation variances among SPs. One example is to treat “network” equivalently as 

 “subnet”. A subnet level isolation generally can effectively mitigate the DOS orig- 

nating from the same broadcast domain, and prevent packet sniffing due to the 

ompromise of nodes from the same subnet. 

4

 

p  

e  

o

wnership of currently hosted virtual nodes. The cryptographic ca-

ability of a physical node is expressed as the total number of in-

tances of cryptography that this node can support, where one in-

tance corresponds to one passing physical path of a mapped vir-

ual link. Each virtual link has a certain amount of available band-

idth resources. An example of a physical network can be found

n Fig. 4 (b). It contains five physical nodes connected by five phys-

cal links. The numbers adjacent to the physical nodes, and links

epresent the available computing capacity and bandwidth capac-

ty, respectively. The lock and the associated number adjacent to a

hysical node indicates the deployment of cryptographic capabil-

ty, and the maximum number of cryptography instances that can

e supported by the node, respectively. 

.3. Problem definition and complexity 

The SVNE problem is formally defined as follows: 

efinition. SVNE is a decision problem that answers whether a

irtual network request (VNR) can be mapped to the physical net-

ork while satisfying the following requirements: (i) node mapping

equirement: one virtual node is mapped onto one physical node,

ith no two virtual nodes (from the same VNR) sharing the same

hysical node; (ii) link mapping requirement: one virtual link is

apped to one or more physical paths between two physical nodes

hich host the two incident virtual nodes of that virtual link; (iii)

apacity constraint: for each virtual node and link, it is mapped to

he corresponding physical resource that has a sufficient availabil-

ty of computing capacity and bandwidth, respectively; (iv) security

lan constraint: the VNR with the demanded security plan must be

ccordingly embedded as selected by the accompanying embed-

ing policy. 

Note that the SVNE problem is an NP-Complete problem as

hown in Theorem 1. This can be proved by showing that a regu-

ar VNE problem can be reduced to the SVNE problem that has no

pecified security plan constraint in above definition. The detailed

roof is skipped here. 

heorem 1. The SVNE problem is NP-Complete. 

. A framework for security-aware virtual network embedding 

Based on the definition from last section, we present a frame-

ork to address SVNE with the goal of minimizing the overall cost.

he framework consists of two major components: pre-processing,

nd SVNE mathematical modeling. 

.1. Pre-processing 

The pre-processing aims to reduce the number of candidate

hysical nodes for each virtual node according to four filtering op-

rations as follows. We refer to the set of candidate physical nodes

f a virtual node I as C . 
I 
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Fig. 5. Pre-processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. An example of auxiliary graph. 

Table 6 

Notations. 

ct p : The unit cost of flow on path p, ct p ≥ 0; 

H p : The hop number of path p, H p ≥ 1; 

cn s : The unit cost of computing resources at physical node s, cn s ≥
0; 

ψ The set of all the paths for the model; 

ψ 

c The set of paths for virtual link c ; 

ψ 

c 
s The set of paths for virtual link c that consists of physical 

nodes all with cryptography capability; 

cr V The computing capacity requirement of each virtual node V ; 

βr c The bandwidth requirement of virtual link c ; 

βc x : The bandwidth capacity of physical link x ; 

nc i : The number of cryptography instances that physical node i can 

support; 

αp , ( V, s ) 1 if auxiliary link (V, s) is on the path p , and 0 otherwise; 

θ p, i 1 if node i is contained in path p , and 0 otherwise; 

ct L : The cost of selected link security plan; 

ct c L : The cost of selected link security plan for virtual link c ; 

ct ED : The cost per cryptography instance; 

AL : The set of auxiliary links; 

D V : The node degree of virtual node V in the virtual network; 

T V : The summation of the bandwidth requirements of all incident 

virtual links of virtual node V . 

Table 7 

Variables. 

E V, s : 1 if virtual node V is embedded to physical node s , and 0 otherwise; 

sf p : The size of the flow on path p, sf p ≥ 0; 

x p : 1 if there is a non-zero flow on path p , 0 otherwise. 

a  

t

 

a  

c  

c  

d  

n  
(1) Computing capacity filtering . For each virtual node i , identify

the candidate physical node set C i by selecting the physical

nodes that satisfy the computing capacity. 

(2) Network level filtering . For each virtual node i , remove candi-

date nodes that are incompatible with the network security

plan from C i . For instance, when the “High” plan is selected,

candidate nodes located in a network with virtual instances

from different tenancies are removed. 

(3) Node level filtering . For each virtual node i , remove the can-

didate nodes that are incompatible with the node security

plan from C i . For instance, when “High” plan is selected, can-

didate nodes that host virtual instances from different ten-

ancies are removed. 

(4) Link level filtering . For each virtual node i , remove the candi-

date nodes that are incompatible with the link security plan

from C i . Specifically, if a virtual node has any incident link

with semantic security requirement, the candidate node(s)

must have such capability. 

The final purpose of the pre-processing is to construct an auxil-

iary graph as follows: starting from the physical network, augment

it by connecting each virtual node to each physical node in C i via

an auxiliary link. We use an example to illustrate above process in

Fig. 5 based on the virtual network and physical network in Fig. 4 .

In Fig. 5 , the set C a , C b , C c as well as the possible hosted nodes

for each physical node are listed for each step. After the comput-

ing capacity filtering, for instance, physical node B (with capacity

of 15) can accommodate any one of the three virtual nodes. As the

network level policy is “None” (for all virtual nodes), the previous

filtering results are maintained in network level filtering where the

network association is color-coded in Fig. 5 . In node level filtering,

as we disallow the sharing of physical nodes (i.e., with the node

level’s “High” plan), physical node B is removed as a candidate for

all the virtual nodes. In link level filtering, given the semantic se-

curity requirement of virtual link a –c , we remove physical node

C from the candidates of a and c . Finally, we construct the auxil-

iary graph by connecting each virtual node to respective remaining

candidate physical nodes as shown in Fig. 6 . Note that with the

auxiliary graph, the original SVNE problem is reduced to a multi-

commodity flow problem with one commodity per virtual link [31] .

4.2. Mathematical models for SVNE 

Based on the auxiliary graph constructed after pre-processing,

we present path-based mathematical models to address the SVNE

problem for two cases: the case that path splitting (SVNE-PS) is

supported, and the case that no path splitting (SVNE-NPS) is al-

lowed. These two cases adopt the same objective and node assign-

ment constraints while differ in other constraints. The notations
nd variables of ILP models are listed in Tables 6 , and 7 , respec-

ively. 

Objective: The objective in Eq. (1) aims to minimize the over-

ll cost of the physical node resources and link resources, and the

ost of the link level security plan. Note that Eq. (1) does not in-

lude the cost of network or node level security plans as they are

ecided by the unit cost of the respective selected policy and the

umber of virtual nodes of a VNR that has employed the respective
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olicy. The ct L depends on the security policy that is employed for

ach virtual link i.e. 
∑ 

c∈ L V ct c 
L 
. When E 2 E plan is in place for a vir-

ual link, say c , then ct c 
L 

= 

∑ 

p∈ ψ s 
2 ∗ x p ∗ ct ED as only the two nodes

hat host the two respective incident virtual nodes of the link need

he cryptography instances. When P 2 P plan is in place for a virtual

ink, say c , then ct c 
L 

= 

∑ 

p∈ ψ 

c 
s 
(H p + 1) ∗ x p ∗ ct ED as all the substrate

odes along the mapped path ( p ) require cryptography instances:

in 

∑ 

p∈ ψ 

s f p ∗ ct p + 

∑ 

(V,s ) ∈ AL 

cn s ∗ E V,s ∗ cr V + ct L (1) 

Node assignment: Eqs. (2) and (3) implement the node map-

ing. Eq. (2) guarantees that no more than one virtual node is

apped to the same physical node, while Eq. (3) ensures that each

irtual node is embedded to exactly one physical node: 
∑ 

 :(V,s ) ∈ AL 

E V,s ≤ 1 , ∀ s ∈ N 

S (2) 

∑ 

 :(V,s ) ∈ AL 

E V,s = 1 , ∀ V ∈ N 

V (3)

Demand and Capacity (for SVNE-PS): Eqs. (4) to (8) are associ-

ted with SVNE that allows path splitting. Eq. (4) ensures that the

mount of resources allocated at a physical link does not exceed its

andwidth capacity. Eq. (5) ensures that the aggregated flow over

ll of the paths of the given virtual link is equal to the demand

ize of the virtual link. Note that for the case of Point-to-Point en-

ryption (i.e., “P2P” policy for link level) for a virtual link c , we use

q. (6) instead of Eq. (5) : 
∑ 

p: x ∈ p 
s f p ≤ βc x , ∀ x ∈ L S (4)

∑ 

p∈ ψ 

c 

s f p = βr c , ∀ c ∈ L V (5)

∑ 

p∈ ψ 

c 
s 

s f p = βr c , ∀ c ∈ L V (6)

In Eq. (7) , we ensure that only when an auxiliary link (V, s) is

ctive, i.e., when E V,s = 1 , a non-zero flow can pass paths that in-

lude this auxiliary link. If V is not mapped to s , i.e., E V,s = 0 , the

ight term produces a 0 and thus no path can be established via

hat auxiliary link. Eq. (8) ensures the binary variable x p equal to

 when a non-zero flow presents at path p : 
∑ 

p∈ ψ 

αp, (V,s ) ∗ s f p ≤ E V,s ∗ T V , ∀ (V, s ) ∈ AL , V ∈ N 

V , s ∈ N S (7)

f p ≤ x p ∗ βr c ∀ p ∈ ψ 

c 
s , c ∈ L V (8)

Demand and capacity (for SVNE-NPS): Eqs. (9) to (12) are as-

ociated with SVNE that disallows path splitting. Eq. (9) ensures

hat the amount of resources allocated at a physical link does not

xceed its bandwidth capacity. Eq. (10) ensures that exact one path

s selected per virtual link. Similarly, for the case of Point-to-Point

ncryption for a virtual link c , we use Eq. (11) instead of Eq. (10) :

∑ 

p: x ∈ p,p∈ ψ 

c 

x p ∗ βr c ≤ βc x , ∀ x ∈ L S (9)

∑ 

p∈ ψ 

c 

x p = 1 ∀ c ∈ L V (10)

∑ 

p∈ ψ 

c 
s 

x p = 1 ∀ c ∈ L V (11)
m  
Eq. (12) ensures that a path can be selected only when included

uxiliary links are activated, i.e., when E V,s = 1 : 
∑ 

p∈ ψ 

αp, (V,s ) ∗ x p ≤ E V,s ∗ D V ∀ (V, s ) ∈ AL , V ∈ N 

V , s ∈ N 

S (12)

Finally, both the SVNE-NPS and SVNE-PS models need to em-

loy Eq. (13) to ensure that the number of cryptography instances

n a physical node is bounded: 
∑ 

p∈ ψ 

x p ∗ θp,i ≤ nc i ∀ i ∈ N 

S (13)

. Evaluation and analysis 

In this section, we present our performance study of the pro-

osed framework. The mathematical models are implemented in

PLEX [32] with the path set limited to the k -shortest paths of all

ommodities (i.e., virtual links) of the auxiliary graph. The simula-

ion setup is as follows. 

Virtual network: Virtual network is randomly generated with

ode number within the range of [2, 10], and a connectivity of 0.5.

ach virtual network request randomly selects security plan at the

etwork, node, and link levels, respectively, with the choice uni-

ormly distributed over the three policies. The link and computing

apacity is randomly generated within (0, 10]. Each VNR has an

ssociated tenancy attribute, represented by an integer value uni-

ormly selected from [1, 5]. VNR arrives in a Poisson process with

n average rate of 4 VNRs per 100 time units, and each one has

n exponentially distributed lifetime with an average of 10 0 0 time

nits. 

Physical network: The physical network is randomly generated

ith node number within the range of [10, 50], and a connectiv-

ty of 0.5. We use r to denote the ratio of physical nodes that are

eployed the cryptography capability, each selected physical node

an support a number of instances uniformly distributed within

10, 50] unless otherwise specified. The computing capacity and

ink capacity are uniformly distributed within (0, 50]. Each phys-

cal node is associated with a network attribute, represented by an

nteger value uniformly selected from [1, 10]. 

.1. Does the security component bring extra computational 

verhead? 

The first question that we want to look at is the computational

ime of the proposed framework comparing to a classic VNE ILP

odel without security-awareness. In this case, we evaluate the

veraged time complexity of running a single instance of the given

roblem multiple times. Note that the proposed framework, com-

ared to a regular VNE solution, contains two extra overheads:

rst, we introduce a pre-processing process for filtering; second,

he mathematical model for SVNE is more complex than that of a

egular VNE. Table 8 compares the number of variables and con-

traints for the proposed two models with a regular VNE model

here V vne and C vne denotes the number of variables and con-

traints in a classic VNE without security-awareness [6] , respec-

ively. From Table 8 , one can see SVNE ILP models have more vari-

bles and constraints than that of the VNE ILP model. Generally, we

ay expect that the added complexity (i.e., security) to the VNE

roblem will lead to increased computational time (in the SVNE

roblem). 

Fig. 7 demonstrates the running time (in seconds) comparison

mong various approaches where the x-axis is the size of the aux-

liary graph in terms of the number of nodes. The PS approach

efers to the proposed model with path-splitting and the NPS refers

o the proposed model without path-splitting. VNE refers to the ILP

odel without security-awareness [6] . The parameter k refers to
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Table 8 

Complexity comparison of ILP models of VNE and SVNE. 

ILP VNE SVNE-PS SVNE-NPS 

Number of variables V v ne = | N V | ∗ | N S | + | P| V v ne + | P| V vne 

Number of constraints C v ne = | N V | + | N S | + | L V | + | L S | + | N V | ∗ | N S | C v ne + | N S | + | P| C v ne + | N S | 

Fig. 7. Comparison of computational time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Service blocking when k = 3. 

Fig. 9. Service blocking when k = 4. 

Fig. 10. The impact of parameter r. 
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the fact that we limit the path set to be the k -shortest paths for

each commodity (i.e., virtual link) over the auxiliary graph. With

the proposed framework, surprisingly, SVNE schemes consume less

time than that of general VNE schemes. This time decrease is

made possible by the pre-processing process. With a small poly-

nomial time computation overhead in the pre-processing, the so-

lution space (i.e., node assignment and path space) can be greatly

reduced, which leads to a reduced problem size and hence the de-

creased computational time of the mathematical model. Moreover,

the PS consumes slightly more time than the NPS scheme since the

former has more variables and constraints than the latter. In prac-

tice, the computation overhead can be mitigated in two ways. First,

the actual computation can be outsourced to high performance

servers in the cloud. Second, the virtual network request can arrive

in an advance reservation manner, thus leaving sufficient window

for computation. 

5.2. How does security requirement impact the service blocking? 

The other important question to the InP is: with the added

security components, what is the impact to the service blocking

probability? Compared to a classic VNE mapping, note that the

security awareness can lead to two new types of blocking: first,

the isolation at network or node granular blocks the VNR (even

when sufficient computation, and bandwidth resources are avail-

able). Second, the lack of cryptography capability may block other-

wise admissible VNRs. 

We first look at the first type of blocking. To avoid a convoluted

effect due to the second type of blocking, we employ r = 1 and al-

low each physical node to support unlimited instances of cryptog-

raphy. The resulting comparison of the service blocking probability

between VNE and SVNE-NPS and SVNE-PS is shown in Fig. 8 for

k = 3 and Fig. 9 for k = 4 . In both figures, the X -axis is the run-

ning time units of the simulation, and the Y -axis is the total service

blocking ratio. One can observe that the general VNEs clearly have

less service blocking compared to SVNEs (i.e., ∼ 20%) in both the

cases of k = 3 , and k = 4 . Clearly, this is due to the fact that the

added security requirements reduce the possible node assignment

and link mapping solution space with network and node level iso-

lation. Furthermore, in most cases, SVNE-PS scheme has a slightly

lower blocking than SVNE-NPS scheme. This can be explained by

the fact that allow path splitting can prevent the blocking due to

the lack of a single path that satisfies resource requirements. Fi-

nally, it is obvious that increase k can lead to blocking reduction
ue to the increased path space for mapping (at the expense of

ncreased computational time). 

For the second type of blocking, we look at the impact of the

arameter of r (i.e., the ratio of physical nodes that employ cryp-

ography capacity). As shown in Fig. 10 , the PS scheme achieves

ower average blocking probability than NPS when r is sufficient

arge (e.g., r ≥ 0.8). This matches our earlier observation and can

e explained by the increased path spaces with path splitting.

hen r approaches smaller values, surprisingly, NPS can lead to

ower blocking in our simulation. This interesting observation can

e explained as follows. With path splitting, it does increase the
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Fig. 11. The impact of parameter nc i , PS/NPS strategies, and E2E/P2P plan. 
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hance of accepting requests that could be blocked in NPS due

o the limited resource over a single path. However, splitting re-

uest over multiple paths, the resulted mapping leads to saturation

f cryptography capacities (when P2P link level plan is selected),

hich in turn blocks more future traffic (especially when such ca-

acity is limited, i.e., small r ). 

We further study the impact of the cryptography capacity, the

apping strategies (i.e., NPS and PS), and the link level security

lan (i.e., P2P and E2E) in Fig. 11 . We set r to be one, and sup-

ort uniform number of cryptography capacity on all the substrate

odes (i.e., nc i is the same for all i ∈ N 

S ). Also, we assume that

he network level, and node level have no security requirements

o accurately assess the impact of the P 2 P and E 2 E link level secu-

ity plans. In Fig. 11 , the E2 E + P S scheme refers to the case that

ll requests adopt E2E security plan and splitable mapping, and

2 E + NP S scheme refers to the case that all requests adopt E 2 E

ecurity plan and non-splitable mapping. Likewise, the P 2 P + P S

cheme refers to the case that all requests adopt P2P security plan

nd splitable mapping, and P 2 P + NP S scheme refers to the case

hat all requests adopt P2P security plan and non-splitable map-

ing. There are a few major observations from Fig. 11 . First, the

ajor reason that E2 E + P S outperforms E2 E + NP S is due to the

ncreased path search space for mapping. Note that when E2E

lan is adopted, the required number of cryptography instances

re the same for these two schemes. Second, comparing P 2 P + P S

ith P 2 P + NP S, in contrast, the former outperforms the latter only

hen the nc i value is large. This is consistent with the observation

n Fig. 10 and can be explained by the same reason. Third, compar-

ng the two schemes that adopt P 2 P plan with the two respective

chemes that adopt E 2 E schemes, it is evident P 2 P schemes lead to

igher blocking since it requires more cryptography instances. The

2 E + P S scheme, when nc i is large, has a close performance with

he regular VNE scheme. 

Overall, above observations have a few implications in reality.

irst, to maintain the same level of service blocking ratio, the InP

as to expect a CAPEX investment on security components, which

opefully will pay off in the long term. Second, the InP has to in-

tall an intelligent pricing scheme to drive the overall revenue in-

rease. 

. Addressing other security issues in network virtualization 

Security of network virtualization relies on securing all the

omponents. In this section, we discuss other security issues based

n the layer that may not be able to resolved based on the VNE

rocess alone. 

.1. Addressing presentation layer security issues 

The InPs that manage the presentation layer should be mainly

esponsible for the security of this layer. The SPs should prevent

ossible exploitations that can occur at the user interface via en-

ryption including application layer secure protocol such as HTTPS.
.2. Addressing logical layer security issues 

The topology discovery [18] attack at the logical layer, while

NE-relevant, is associated with the mapping result instead of

he VNE process itself. Recall that topology discovery attack re-

ies on a binary answer of “Yes” or “No” to each virtual network

equest. Although we may not directly address this issue in the

VNE problem, one can remove this prerequisite by replacing the

inary answer with a price for the quoted virtual network re-

uest instead of a binary answer. Further note that technically, the

No” answer can be removed by considering the cost for upgrad-

ng/activating/installing extra resources to accommodate the other-

ise blocked request. On the one hand, an InP always maintains

n evolving physical network that has to be dimensioned over

ime. On the other hand, with sufficient obscurity, the discovered

opology becomes useless as the physical network will already be

hanged before the full disclosure. 

.3. Addressing physical layer security issues 

First, the physical security of the physical resources should be

he sole responsibilities of the InP. For instance, attackers can only

ap or jam fiber links once they have obtained access to the phys-

cal resources [23] . 

Second, outsourcing data and computation to SPs implies inher-

nt confidentiality and integrity issues [17] . The violation may be

otally oblivious to the tenancy, especially when it is originated

rom the SPs (e.g., as an insider attack ). This type of security is-

ues necessitate assurance processes that need to be audited by

he third party. 

Third, the SVNE process can minimize Host Exploit when “High”

r “Medium” security plans are in place. However, when such iso-

ation is not selected by the user, to avoid possible exploit, the InP

olds the main responsibility to ensure the security of the oper-

ting system, hypervisor, network security of the data center as

ell as the interfaces (e.g., remote control sessions) to other par-

ies. Their effort s should include, f or inst ance, hardening the host

ia firewall, and installing Intrusion Detection Systems. 

. Conclusion and future work 

This work has presented a classified overview on security is-

ues in network virtualization based on four criteria: layer, security

oal, granularity, and VNE-relevance. To address the VNE-relevant

ecurity issues, we have designed security plans to be incorporated

nto the resulting SVNE problem, which is further addressed with

 framework employing preprocessing and mathematical models.

ur overall solution adopts an open design principle and supports

exible security level customization. Likewise, we have discussed

he possible solutions to other security issues that may not be di-

ectly addressed in the VNE process. In the future, we plan to de-

elop a pricing model to ensure both the revenue increase of the

nPs (to amortize the investment on security components) and ob-

curity level of the mapping results. 
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